
DYSTOPIAN AMERICA

10 Unpleasantly Plausible Books About Dystopian America. Speculative fiction that imagines how it could (and probably
will) get worse.

The loss of a society, a culture, and millions of lives because we failed to heed the warnings of those who saw
it coming. Mail The president of the United States has yet to prove that he understands the difference between
fiction and realityâ€”but in our current moment, who can blame him? The question for the next four years is
whether this country will feel any sense of optimism about the futureâ€”the necessary condition for creating
utopian visions of tomorrow. Read Next. Hatred and bigotry in the name of diversity is the new normal among
those on the radical left. The brutal hand of libertarianism smears a once proud republic. Even visions of the
future from children become darker. The ugly public discourse that is prevalent on the street and, more
recently, in the halls of Congress, must end if we are to survive. Science fiction! But I have no idea. Cuba and,
most recently, Venezuela are prime examples of this, right on our doorstep. Trump was particularly unsettling
for the left. It is the only way the establishment knows to drive the country out of its doldrums. Past visions of
the future are a fun escape from the drudgery of modern life. Share This Story. Freedom of speech apparently
is only for the progressive, liberal left. The Amargosa Dune Sea is a shifting sand mass eating up most of the
Southwest. Democrats berate the President for failing to pass his promised agenda, but fail to acknowledge
their own role in making this happen. In every country where socialism has been tried, it has failed and has
either been replaced by democratic process, or has plunged the country into ruin. Our history was not always
one to be proud of, but Americans should understand that the beauty of our tarnished history is what we were
able to overcome. She does some digging and discovers that all the women in the town were once political
agitators, revered intellectuals. The Stepford Wives was written in as a kind of satirical horror story about the
fictional town of Stepford, Connecticut, where the talented photographer Joanna Eberhart moves with her
husband. The dye was cast long before onset of dystopian existence. The inability of the Socialist Democrats
to learn from history, given their new power in Congress, spells disaster for the country, should their socialist
programs succeed in gaining solid traction. Mid-Term Elections Set the Stage It was not much of a surprise
when the political balance in Washington changed following the mid-term elections. When newly seated
Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib D-MI let loose with her hysterical rant on how she would impeach the
President, whom she called an obscene epithet, she symbolized the new Democrat party, unfettered by either
manners or civility. Never before had a vast segment of the population refused to accept the results of a
Presidential election. Privatization of the entire country in harmony with massive tax cuts alongside
elimination of Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, public education, law enforcement, postal service, and
maintenance of roads and infrastructure, thereafter, people take care of themselves from birth to the death,
alone with family backing. In the near-future world, young women everywhere are suddenly gifted with the
physical power to violently overtake and even kill those who go against them. I suspect our visions of
tomorrow for the next four years will be more in line with the pessimism of the s. Many times before. All the
allure of the California Dream gold, fame, citrus has literally dried up. The history lesson therein is superb, not
missing a beat of what shaped America up to the final tipping point of neoliberal dogma and beyond into a
deep dark world order.


